04 August 2016

Memorandum Circular
No. 08-08-2016

Subject: Adoption and Implementation of Annex 2, Appendix 17 (Rev. WRC-12) of Radio Regulations Concerning Frequencies and Channeling Arrangements in the High Frequency Bands for the Maritime Service

Pursuant to Act 3846, as amended, Executive Order No. 546, Series of 1979, and the provisions of International Radio Regulations, Annex 2 of Appendix 17 (Rev.WRC-12) concerning frequencies and channeling arrangements in the high-frequency bands for the maritime mobile service is hereby adopted and forms part of this Memorandum Circular.

In view hereof, all frequencies that will be assigned to Philippine registered ships (both international and domestic) and coastal stations shall be in accordance with the frequencies specified in Annex 2, Appendix 17 (Rev.WRC-12) of Radio Regulations effective 01 January 2017. Concerned parties will be notified accordingly.

All Orders and Issuances which is inconsistent with this Circular are hereby deemed amended, repealed or modified accordingly.

This Memorandum Circular takes effect immediately.
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